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SUMINISTROSSUMINISTROS  
Roller and Blanket Wash 7119 ARoller and Blanket Wash 7119 A--60® Odorless60® Odorless  

 PX-550-7119 

DESCRIPTION 
A reduced-odor version of our popular A-60® SOLVENT,    A-60® ODORLESS retains the economy and 
strength of the original formula. A blend of several pure solvents,A-60® ODORLESS with a KB value of 55, will 
quickly remove ink and varnish residues. Because it is water-miscible, A-60® ODORLESS will also remove gum 
glaze, paper coating and piling and other water-soluble compounds. It has a flash point of 108° F. (TCC), and 
therefore, can be stored in quantity without incurring insurance rate penalties. 
  
PRODUCT NEED AND USAGE 
A-60® ODORLESS is an all-purpose wash with a drying speed suitable to a wide range of press sizes, from the 
largest sheetfed and web presses, to duplicators and business forms presses. In lithography, use as an all-day 
blanket and roller wash-up solvent, especially on multi-unit presses when a lower odor is required. 
A-60® ODORLESS can also be used as an all-day blanket and roller wash-up solvent on duplicators. 
For metal decoration presses, use for cleaning the press and as a high flash point blanket wash, too. 
 
FEATURES 
• Economical to buy and use. 
• Non-damaging - will not harm rollers or blankets. 
• High solvency - cleans efficiently and prevents build-up of glaze. 
• Water-miscible - can be applied with a water saturated cloth, thereby considerably reducing costs. 
 
DIRECTIONS 
A-60® ODORLESS may be used with or without water to clean blankets and rollers. To use with 
water, dampen a cloth with water and A-60®ODORLESS,then apply to a small area of the 
blanket. Wipe clean with dry cloth. For rollers, follow a similar pattern as on the blanket. 
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